DIVISION 5
1. Players are encouraged to arrive 1/2 hour early before game time.
2. If REFEREE or FIELD MONITOR is on site please teach parents, players to RESPECT THE AUTHORITY OF
THE ON-SITE MANAGER.
3. Head coaches will act as referees and be on the field with players.
4. Please switch rosters with other coach at beginning of game. Have kids line up and check them in.
Only kids on roster may play in game. All kids must be wearing proper equipment. No jewelry
allowed. Medical ID bracelets must be taped down. Shin guards covered by socks. Cleats not
required.
5. Only rostered coaches will stay with players during games. All families/friends sit across the field unless
emergency occurs.
6. Games will last 30 minutes (two 15 minute halves) with 5 minute half time and substitutions every 5
minutes or whenever needed. Coaches are to keep time during game. Do not stop the clock with
substitutions. No stoppage of time.
7. Field of play will be 4 v 4 without a goalkeeper. No positions played.
8. Players need to remain within the vicinity of the ball; no goal guarding.
9. Home team kicks off first half. Visiting team kicks off second half.
10. Do not switch sides at half time.
11. Coaches use whistle to stop play when out of bounds (ball completely outside of the white lines)
occurs.
12. Use throw-ins when the ball is kicked out on the sidelines (touchlines). Encourage correct form for
throw ins. (Arms overhead, feet on the ground) No turn over for incorrect throw in.
13. Corner kicks: When the ball goes out of bounds over the goal line (end line) and was last touched by
the defending team. The attacking team kicks the ball back in from the nearest corner.
14. Goal kicks: Ball goes out of bounds over the goal line and was last touched by the attacking team. The
defending team kicks the ball back in from anywhere inside their goal box.
15. No score is kept.
16. End game with parent tunnel on field for players to run through and be congratulated by their families.
17. Good sportsmanship, respect for authority and positive motivation are always expected from adults, as
well as players.
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